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May & June 2022 – KEY TAKEAWAYS

The NHL FUND recorded a return for the period of May & June 2022 of
-0.01%. A positive performance in June of 0.11% all but erased the -
0.12% return in May.

Given that it was finals time in the NHL there was limited trading. Over
the period there were only 91 matches, with just 14 in June owing to
the Stanley Cup Finals being in progress. Subsequently, trading volume,
and opportunities were limited. COL were strong favourites (justified)
through the final series making value even harder to find.

For May & June 2022 the return by the benchmark indices were DJIA
(-7.15%), NASDAQ100 (-11.34%) and HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index
(-2.87%).

The volatility in the benchmark indices returned for the month, this
time on the downside. All three indices experienced their biggest falls
of the season in June. Whilst not a good thing for pensions and 401Ks,
it was good for the NHL Fund as it again demonstrated the uncorrelated
returns that are possible. The volatility will continue.

For the period of May & June 2022 we saw the market continue its
strong performance, albeit with fewer games and with the
aforementioned dominance of COL. The market had a strike rate of
64%. We also saw the model performance increase to match the
market at 64% over the full period.

The period in review
For the months of May & June 2022,
we generated a gross return of
-0.01%. The small loss was almost

averted by a positive performance in
June of +0.11%. This almost offset
the -0.12% recorded in May. Both
the model and market produced a
strike rate of 64% for the period.

Whilst we need to beat the market
to generate significant profits it was
a welcome pull back by the market
to parity. YTD the market however
performed well above its long- term
average.

For the period reviewed we have
traded Moneyline markets only.

The downside volatility in the global
markets returned, with the
benchmark indices all recording
negative months.



The period in review
For the period of May & June 2022, the Fund generated a gross
return of -0.01%. May produced a return of -0.12% whilst June
recorded a +0.11% return, almost squaring the ledger for the
period.

The volatility in the global markets returned, this time to the
downside. Consequently, despite recording a marginal loss for the
period, in comparison to our benchmarks, the NHL Fund had a very
strong month. That said, we do not want to be relying on poor
performing indices to create our delta.

The YTD comparison between the NHL Fund and the benchmarks is
shown in Table 1 below.

Result Summary
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The Final Chapter

As expected, trading volume and opportunities were well below
normal levels as we headed into the Finals. A multitude of one-sided
series and the dominance of COL meant that there was not a lot on
offer for the trading desk.

The market was again strong in May, recording a 64% strike rate.
This beat the model and meant that returning a profit for the month
would be very difficult…and so it proved with the NHL Fund
recording a loss for the month of -0.12%.

The tables turned slightly in June, albeit only over a handful of
games. Whilst the market continued to perform at above historical
levels, it was not as sharp as expected and afforded Priomha the
opportunity to make some trades. We returned +0.11% in June,
almost recouping the loss for May.

Parity in strike rates at least gave us a chance in June. The failure of
our extreme value trades to deliver was the difference between a
very strong month and one that just ticked into positive territory.
Our underdogs have been poor all season and this is something we
will be investigating during the summer.

NHL Fund DJIA NASDAQ100 HFRX

May & June Return (%) -0.01 -7.15 -11.34 -2.87

Year-to-date  (YTD) +2.77 -12.01 -25.56 -4.98

TABLE 1: Results YTD
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The Season in Review
Whilst this is not the forum to discuss the full season (a Final
Report will provide that opportunity) a couple of points have
been very clear throughout the season which will be expanded
upon in the full season review. These include;

• Market Performance – the market continued to out perform
historical levels, making it difficult, given the initial trading
strategies developed to consistently generate the profits we
like to target.

• Liquidity – there was a significant increase is market liquidity
during the recent season, possibly fuelled by the increasing
legalisation of sports betting/investing across the USA. This
augurs well for the Fund in season 3 and beyond.

• Model Underdogs – these continued to underperform for the
Fund meaning accelerated returns were not possible.

• Non-correlated Returns – the NHL Fund again proved to be
uncoupled with the global markets. This will always be the
case and whilst volatility exists across the markets the NHL
Fund will continue to offer some protection.

Summer Work
Whilst the season has finished, the work has not. Specifically
Sportlogiq are bolstering their tech and data team whilst Priomha
are investigating the merits of additional trading strategies,
specifically as they pertain to value trades and market underdogs.
The adaptive staking model developed last summer proved a
winner this season and we expect the additional improvements
will do the same.
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